
HPTTM (Hydropellent) technology of the coating gives a “spongy” touch 
feeling which guarantees a firm grip of dry as well as wet objects. Part 
of the liquid from the surface of the wet object is absorbed and excess  
liquid is repelled by the coating and slides off the glove. The spongy structure 
of the HPTTM coating (encapsulated air pockets) also gives EON Sharp 314 
gloves a certain amount of vibration absorption. Surface layers of both lining 
and coating are treated with 360® Antiwet technology which further repels 
excess liquid, which makes this glove probably the best dipped glove for 
working in very wet conditions.
Seamlessly knit liner of the EON Sharp 314 gloves is a combination of 
elastic materials, spandex and nylon. Even while putting the glove on the 
user can feel the superior comfort and precise feeling on the fingertips 
when compared to polyester gloves. The breathability of these advanced 
materials, combined with the Sanitized® Actifresh treatment (described in 
more detail on the other page) guarantees minimal sweating of the hands 
and prevents unpleasant odors. While constructing the Sharp 314 model, 
modified glass fibers are added to the EON standard spandex/nylon liner in 
order to get a glove with cut resistance level 3 – without sacrificing 
comfort and flexibility!

•	 Comfortable	and	elastic	liner	from	spandex	and	nylon
•	 HPTTM	technology	of	the	foamy	coating	ideal	for	working	with	very	wet	

objects
•	 Level	3	cut	resistance
•	 Sanitized®	Actifresh	treatment	–	freshness	without	unpleasant	odors!
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HPTTM (HydroPellenT) TeCHnoloGy oF THe CoATInG, WITH 360® AnTIWeT 
TreATMenT oF THe lIner, MAKeS eon SHArP 314 ProBABly THe BeST dIPPed 
GloVe For WorKInG In Very WeT CondITIonS!
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Unpleasant odor which occurs as a result of sweat in contact with synthetic materials is one of the main 
problems for all safety gloves users. eon gloves Sharp 314 have the Swiss antimicrobial Sanitized® 

Actifresh treatment. This treatment of the fibers which are in the construction of the eon gloves prevents 
the occurrence of bacteria which cause unpleasant odors while wearing the gloves through an entire 

work shift and contributes to the feeling of freshness of the hands once the gloves are taken off.
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